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our affluent society? I know from my own experience that when
watching the News on television and hearing the awful things
happening, I feel angry and resentful and upset, putting my own
spray of jam out there!

Firstly I hope you are enjoying the New Year. Time really flies
the older you get, well it seems to in my case. Lloyd and I
travelled to Nanango in September last year to celebrate
Charles 100th Birthday with him and Celine and probably many
of you too, who are reading this. What a wonderful day, Charles
looked so well even though he had had some quite severe
health issues prior to his birthday, a testament to his inner
strength. Celine, as always fed us with a beautiful array of food,
which is so typical of their hospitality. Really enjoyed the day
and we’re looking forward to your 120th Charles.

I try to calm my thoughts thinking of the first sentence in one of
my favourite literary works “Desiderata”…o placidly amid the
noise and haste, and remember what peace there may be in
silence.’

Our old dog, Jasper, died recently. He was 15 and developed a
heart condition. He was a “rescue” dog. We had him for about
5 years and he was the most respectful dog we have ever had. I
cannot think of one time we needed to reprimand him; he
seemed to know all about us, better than we did at times. It
seems that when we confront death, we think about what is life
all about, what is the purpose? And does there need to be a
purpose? We went to see “The Lion King” one of the powerful
elements of the play is the rich humanity of the animal
characters. It dramatized the ritual of birth, death and rebirth;
Nature’s circle of life of which we are all a part. Great Play, see
it if you can.

Below are the words of “Desiderata”…. Enjoy the Read!

Hello again to all,

Well, apart from trying to survive the heat here in Perth, last
week we had 5 consecutive days over 40 degrees! I have very
little more to tell you. I hope all readers of this are well and
happy. Until next time, bye.
Lyn Davies.

Desiderata
Go placidly amid the noise and haste, and remember what
peace there may be in silence.
As far as possible without surrender, be on good terms with all
persons. Speak your truth quietly and clearly; and listen to
others, even the dull and ignorant; they too have their story.
Avoid loud and aggressive persons; they are vexations to the
spirit.

I dropped a jar of jam the other day and as it smashed; jam flew
to all areas of the kitchen floor and cupboard doors. What a
mess! As I cleaned it up I thought of the jam jar and it reminded
me of many people. From the knocks and falls in life: become
stirred up, spraying unkind words and actions onto others and
creating a horrible mess! I thought: is this a growing problem in

If you compare yourself with others, you may become vain and
bitter; for always there will be greater and lesser persons than
yourself. Enjoy your achievements as well as your plans.
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Dharma	
  Talk:	
  Everything	
  We	
  Do	
  Matters.	
  

Keep interested in your career, however humble; it is a real
possession in the changing fortunes of time.

EVERYTHING WE DO MATTERS (Part 9)

Exercise caution in your business affairs, for the world is full of
trickery. But let this not blind you to what virtue there is; many
persons strive for high ideals; and everywhere life is full of
heroism.

“The Giving of One’s Self and Possessions
To counteract our craving, we can practice generosity. Think
again of giving away that treasured possession. Do you think
that you might miss it and wish that you had not given it away?

Be yourself.
Especially, do not feign affection. Neither be critical about love;
for in the face of all aridity and disenchantment it is as perennial
as the grass.

Ideally, when we give something to others, we want to do so
without a lengthy analysis, including such thoughts as to
whether or not we like the receivers of the gift or whether they
may or may not deserve getting it.

Take kindly the counsel of the years, gracefully surrendering the
things of youth. Nurture strength of spirit to shield you in sudden
misfortune. But do not distress yourself with imaginings.
Many fears are born of fatigue and loneliness. Beyond a
wholesome discipline, be gentle with yourself.

Upon seeing somebody needing an object that we have, we can
simply offer the object to the person. Genuine generosity is to
spontaneously and unconditionally offer what we have when we
believe that it will make the recipient happy. We do so without
having second or remorseful thoughts. After such giving, we
strive to let go of the thought that we had given and that of the
object given.

You are a child of the universe, no less than the trees and the
stars; you have a right to be here. And whether or not it is clear
to you, no doubt the universe is unfolding as it should.

When we practice generosity, we can start out with something
that is not a favorite item, and from that we continue giving. We
live in an affluent world and many of us have more than we
need. We only need a modest amount of clothes to keep us
comfortable and to protect us from inclement weather.

Therefore be at peace with God, whatever you conceive Him to
be, and whatever your labors and aspirations, in the noisy
confusion of life keep peace with your soul.

We only need a reasonable size home. We can live very
healthily on simple, wholesome foods. We really do not need a
lot. Instead of clinging to every item that we have, we can
practice generosity.

With all its sham, drudgery and broken dreams, it is still a
beautiful world. Be careful. Strive to be happy.
© Max Ehrmann 1927
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Initially, if you find generosity difficult, start by giving something
that you have not used for a while, say a year or two. Doing so,
most people will realize they do not have any regrets or feel a
sense of loss. On the contrary, most of us will instead feel good
because we have helped another person. We have given away
an article of not much use to us and, in doing so, helped
someone else.

television? And what if we had helped? How many of us had
thought, “I wonder how soon I can leave. This work is very
difficult and when I am finally finished, I’m going to be exhausted
and won’t have time for myself. I wish I had stayed home.”
This is a form of greed. This is thinking that this body—our
body—is important, that keeping our body comfortable is
important, perhaps more important than helping someone else.

Eventually, we will unconditionally and spontaneously offer the
things that we do use and treasure when we feel the other
person needs it more than we do. Afterwards, if we happen to
think about the object, we will still feel happy and glad that we
had given it to another.

To counteract this kind of greed, we can practice generosity. We
all probably know excellent examples of people who do this,
people whom we admire and whom we wish we were like. Upon
seeing that somebody needs assistance, these people
automatically help the other person. It just seems so natural for
them to do so—an effortless act. When we spend some time to
think about it, we will realize this kind person was probably even
more tired than we were, but was able to do so much more than
we did, or wanted to, and seemingly without getting tired or
disgruntled. They looked happy doing exactly what they were
doing, which was helping someone else. This is genuine
generosity.

Even if the recipients use the item for only a short time, we will
gradually accept that we have practiced genuine generosity and
had made an offering of happiness. From this giving we can be
contented. And even if they never use it again or pass it to
another, we can remain happy knowing that we have begun to
reduce our clinging, that we are one tiny step closer to severing
all of our attachments, one tiny step closer to awakening to the
innate goodness within each of us.

We, too, will be overcoming our greed when we can help others
spontaneously. If we persevere, the day will arrive when we will
be able to help people without waiting to be asked, when we will
just do so without any prompting. This practice takes time to
develop, but gradually we will improve.

What about those who are unable to give possessions because
they have very little? For those who may just have enough to
provide food, shelter, and the basic necessities for their families,
what can they do if there is nothing extra to give to others? Not
having excess material resources does not preclude us from
giving, for we can also give of our abilities and time.

We can also practice giving when upon seeing somebody who is
upset; we walk up and simply smile at them or say a few
thoughtful words. Doing so, we instinctively provide them with
what they need to feel better. And it might be at a moment when
we ourselves, very honestly, might not have felt like smiling or
being insightful, and perhaps even felt like we were the ones
needing a smile or kind word. But frankly, helping others will be
more beneficial than being helped—always.

All forms of giving allow us to counteract our craving—this is just
another way to do so. How many times has somebody asked us
for help to do something? And how many times have we
excused ourselves by saying that we were very tired but, in
reality, we just wanted to stay home and relax, or maybe watch
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When we are able to give in this way—when we learn to give as
caring and generous people give—we will no longer feel tired.
And even if we feel tired when we begin helping, after a while we
will find that giving makes us feel more alert, happy, and
energetic. We will no longer be worried by what had been
troubling us before. By concentrating on helping others, we will
no longer be upset by negative feelings that seem to be
constantly bombarding us. This is the result of sincerely giving to
others.

Sincerity is the key. We may not know a lot, but as long as we
know something that others do not, then we should openly and
honestly share our skills and knowledge with them.

The Giving of Teaching

Another way we can give is to relieve the worries and fears of
others. A friend told me of an incident that had occurred in her
home. A caring woman with an excellent sense of humor, she
does draw the line at some things. Upon walking into her
bathroom, she saw a large python on the floor. Having good
reflexes, she drew the line and firmly closed the door. Knowing
she was not at risk, her immediate thought was for her elderly
cat that could no longer move quickly.

Even if we do not have possessions or knowledge to give, we
can still be kind. We can still be respectful to others. We can still
be considerate of all beings around us. We can help others to
feel safe around us.
The Giving of Fearlessness

We can also give by teaching. We may not have many objects to
give. But most people are good at doing things that others are
not, or may know things that others do not know. We can impart
to others whatever skills and knowledge we have. We do not
need to have exceptional skills or special knowledge. We just
teach others who wish to learn so that they too will acquire those
skills or understanding.

Jenny, who is Buddhist by practice, called to her husband, Rob,
who is Buddhist at heart. Rob looked in the phone book and
located a snake catcher. However, before the snake catcher
was allowed to leave the premises with his catch, Rob
thoughtfully queried the gentleman: Was the snake okay? How
would it be released and where? Would it be safe or would it be
subject to any risk? The snake catcher patiently explained that
he would take it a considerable distance away before he would
release it in a safer and more natural environment. My two
caring friends watched while the snake catcher carefully
checked the python, and then assured them that it had not
suffered any from its capture and that it would be fine in a safer
habitat.

When we see someone who is in need, perhaps, of food or other
basic necessities, we can first give them what they need to meet
their immediate needs, but then we can go a step further by
finding ways to teach them what they need to know to become
self-sufficient. This way, they can also care for those they love
and are responsible for.
In our teaching, however, we should not withhold any
information, but continue teaching all that we know, as long as
the person wishes to learn. If, due to our selfishness, we decide
to not teach the other person to the best of our ability by sharing
all that we know, or perhaps due to self-interest, we decide that
we have done enough and that the other person can figure out
the rest himself, then we are not sincerely teaching.
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How many of us would have taken the time, made the effort, and
gone to the expense that was involved in catching and saving
the snake? This was a case of the giving of safety and of caring
for the welfare of others, even when the “other” is a six-foot
python. This is an ideal example of helping other beings feel
safe around us because this offering of fearlessness and safety
was not given to only one being—the cat— but also to all beings
involved, including the snake.

Sayings of Venerable Wuling
“When a thought or liking or attachment arises,
remember that ‘All phenomena are illusory.’
When encountering a foe or unpleasant circumstances,
remember that ‘All phenomena are illusory.’”

Every thought we have is instantly felt by all others throughout
the universe, for we are all one—we are all inter-related. We just
do not yet realize this because we have not experienced this
oneness. In the above example of the snake, the thought was to
protect one life without harming the other. That thought, of
compassion and loving-kindness, was felt by all beings whether
they were in the house with the snake or on the other side of the
universe.

“With expectations, even the most beautiful rose
can seem ordinary.
Without expectations, even the dandelion can be perfection.”

Many people who find themselves in this situation probably
would have thought, “To protect my cat, I will kill the snake.” But
Jenny and Rob’s thoughts did not come from attachment to their
cat or from the desire to protect what was theirs. Rather, their
thoughts arose spontaneously from the reverence held equally
for all forms of life and their wish to provide security and safety.

“Having an affinity with others, we can urge them to do good
deeds.

When we, too, begin to give with compassion and
understanding, we will gradually feel a sense of contentment
and happiness. In time, we will be able to look at a treasured
possession without feeling attached to it and think, “I know who
would really like this.” And, in time, as our giving becomes more
natural, we will find that, more and more, our spontaneous giving
is accompanied by fewer thoughts of what we have just done.”

“If others ask for your opinion, respectfully give it.

Having no affinity, we can set good examples for them.”

If they do not ask, respectfully keep your opinions to yourself.”
http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/
	
  

“Everything We do Matters” ~ By Venerable Wuling ~
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Personal	
  Anecdotes	
  

The simple truth that swayed me to taking such necessary step
is that I need to get back to the core of whom and what I am, if I
really want to be true to myself; specially this time of my life. So I
will stop pretending and hiding, and will peel off one by one the
layers of onion-like skinned coverage built up from all those
years of petulance: the façade and masquerade expressions. It
may be the human trait that we all know so well to cover up our
vulnerability and so build up crusty layers of falsehood and
pretend. But if we wish to be true, then we need to tear it down.

It is with some mixed feelings whilst sitting here at this moment
to pen a few lines and though I have good indication what I will
share here after some reflections, I still have a qualm or two. But
it is inevitable that I should go ahead even though mind and
heart may not be fully on the same page.
I believe that if one strives to be mindful and truly wish to make
more changes in self improvement, one will avoidably need to
go back to look at our old mirror and see with passive state of
how we had transpired in our past experiences to see what
needs to be changed. With renewed perspective we will be able
to see clearly our stumbling blocks, those old habits of preconceived ideas that stunted us. And to change we have to step
forward with positive claim as it all starts with the mind.

It is perfect time to step out of my comfort zone and to accept
the truth that my life is not important what others think of me.
The most important concern is that I truly accept and think well
of myself – with my thoughts, actions and interacting with others.
Now that I understand the Buddhist understanding of “Affinity”, it
helps as I am no longer striving to chase or to build affinity.

With my own skeleton box caked with dust, I can see the first
few to be changed: my misguided judgement in understanding
what true strength is; the fear of being judged unfavourable by
others which had set me on a long trail and to great length to be
like by others; and so the nursing of great importance of putting
too much credence of what others think or reacted towards me?!

I guess if we wish to stand for the truth and be steadfast, then
we must be as open to ‘ourselves and with others’; not only at
certain times but at All times. I know that may not be easy but I
am committed to adhere to my beliefs, and so will strive. Each
time I fall, I will get up quicker. I am determined to wear down
my old bad habits as that is the only way to improve, the best
way to let go the ego; conscious level as well as unconsciously.

Couple of years ago when I’d decided to work on myself that I
should become more of an “open book”, I haven’t taken into
account what it meant, as I haven’t yet look deeply into that
skeleton cupboard; hence, the mixed feeling and question. How
much open should I be? Or should I have kept private life
separated from the public image that Charles and I stood for?!

In sharing this, I am opening that closed door and re-acclaiming
that prayer of a young innocent girl over five decades ago, and
to strive in achieving those words: “To be a light…..” and that
‘her light will one day help dispel darkness of pain & suffering.’
In truth and in light. Amitabha, jusme.
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TO BE AN OPEN BOOK
To be an open book we would need to be true
Of putting ourselves out there and be true blue
Being open-minded means we can accept all
Even if criticism hurt, we stand up and not fall

An open book is to be as bright as the button

	
  	
  	
  

No secret hiding mask & change in a sudden
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Practicing THE SIX PERFECTIONS:

Overtly understandable and concealing nothing

We get rid of Greed through GIVING
And overcome Afflictions with MORALITY
We subdue Hatred with having PATIENCE
And eliminate Laziness through DILIGENCE
To calm restless thoughts in CONCENTRATION
And we overcome all Delusion through WISDOM

Purpose of life's our caring, supporting & loving
Even when in difficult times, guide with courage
Never give up; hang on to the formula of a sage
Be an open book and to strive for an open heart

MIND AND HEART ACTIVATION	
  

Offering our life’s pages as an open book to start

Train our mind to steep in constant mindfulness

Open-mindedness will require time and patience

Open our heart to spread more loving kindness

Kindness and gentleness result in high sentience

In time our life will become one of peacefulness
As we continue to focus diligently in gentleness

~ jusme ccr ~
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follow. But as soon as you had selfish thoughts, you were no longer a
Bodhisattva, and being junior to me in years and cultivation, you had
to carry my bags!’”

Winds of Change
PARABLE: BODHISATTVAS

PARABLE: MASTER AND DISCIPLE

“In days of yore, an older master was travelling along a country road,
followed by a disciple carrying his bags. As they walked, they saw
lands being tiled while farmers and oxen were strained to the utmost.

“An elderly Zen Master, feeling that his time would soon come, hit
upon an expedient to help his chief disciple achieve a Great
Awakening. He decided to drive the younger monk out of his
complacency through an elaborate plan to “frame” him as a thief in
disguise.

Countless worms and insects were killed in the process, and birds
were swooping to eat them. This led the disciple to wonder to himself,
‘How hard it is to make a living. I will cultivate with all my strength,
become a Buddha and save all these creatures.’

In the middle of the night, the Zen master would hide one of his
valuable Buddha images and then cry: ‘Thief, thief.’/ The disciples
would all rush in, but there was no thief to be seen.

Immediately the Master, an Arhat able to read the thoughts of others,
turned around and said, ‘Let me have those heavy bags and I will
follow you.’ The disciple was puzzled but did as instructed and walked
in front. As they continued on their way with the hot sun bearing down
on them, dust swirling all around them, the road stretching endlessly in
front; the disciple grew more and more tired.

Finally, after the third time, as the chief disciple ran into his room, the
old master grabbed him and threw him on the floor, ‘This is the thief.
At last I have caught you red-handed!’ The chief disciple was then
denounced to one and all throughout the land.

It wasn’t long before he thought to himself, ‘There are so many
sentient beings and there is so much suffering, how can I possible
help them all? Perhaps I should try to help myself only.’

The accused monk, once the teacher of a huge congregation, now
completely disgraced and with nowhere to turn, his ego totally
shattered, mulled over this flagrant injustice and at times even
contemplated suicide.

Immediately, the Master behind him said, ‘Stop. Now you carry the
bags and follow me.’ The puzzled disciple did as told, knowing he was
not supposed to ask questions. He took up the bags again and walked
behind. This sequence repeated itself several times. The Master
walked in front with the disciple carrying the bags, then the disciple in
front with the Master carrying the bags, back and forth, until they
stopped for lunch.

After several weeks of utter desperation, he suddenly experienced a
Great Awakening: life is a dream, an illusion, a bubble, a shadow. This
is the very teaching he had been trying to impart to the novices for so
many years?!
He then rushed to the Master, who upon seeing him, stood up,
greeted him warmly and conferred the succession upon him.

The disciple gathered his courage and asked the reason why. The
Master said, ‘When you had exalted thoughts of saving all sentient
beings, you had the mind of a Bodhisattva, and I as an Arhat had to

~ The Seeker’s Glossary of Buddhism ~
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Readers’	
  Enquiries	
  or	
  Comments	
  

Messages	
  and	
  Announcements	
  

Dear Dimin,

2016 BI-MONTHLY WEEKEND RETREATS:

Paypal informed me of your kind donation to our centre, and we wish
to take this opportunity to thank you personally. I see that you are from
United State, and a student which makes your dana even more
special. Below is a couple of URLs that are linked to our centre and its
activities just in case you haven’t come across them and may find
them of interest.

26th – 27th MARCH 2016
14th – 15th MAY 2016
Weekly Sunday meditative sessions are over two hours which
starts at 9 AM sharp and finishes just after 11 AM.

http://www.abrc-newspress.org
www.facebook.com/groups/509137439256006

9.00 AM – 9.25 AM:
9.25 AM – 9.45 AM:
9.45 AM – 10.00 AM:
10.00 AM – 10.15 AM:
10.15 AM – 10.30 AM:
10.30 AM – 11.15 AM:

Amituofo, Celine (2016-01-4)
Dear Hoach,
Paypal has just informed us that you have made a donation (dana) to
our centre. On behalf of Amitabha Buddhist Retreat Centre, we wish to
thank you sincerely for your kind deed. We have recently compiled our
centre's 2015-4 quarterly newsletter which we have attached to this
reply, in case you are interested to read. Below are a few websites for
your perusal.

	
  

	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ͠	
  	
  

	
  	
  ͠

ABRC will be running its first seven days of retreat for our local
sangha members who have recently asked for this lengthy
retreat. This 7 days retreat will start as from 3rd JULY, and the
hours of the retreat will be from 9 AM to 3 PM. Also, if anyone
from out of town is interested to join in; they are most welcome,
but please, download the retreat form and send it in by 3rd of
July. All retreats and weekly Sunday Meditation Sessions are
run by Donation (DANA) only. Thank you. Amituofo. Celine

http://abrc-newspress.org/
http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/
http://www.amitabha-gallery.org/
www.facebook.com/groups/509137439256006

Amituofo, Celine (2015-12-08)
We like also to thank our kind and generous supporters; Yan & Vivien
Tsang (Au) and Catherine Haddah (US) for their Dana. Thank you.
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Sutra Recitation
Nien-Fo (Walking Meditation)
Sitting Meditation
Free-Form Concentrated Meditation
Parables Reading
Chinese Session (without Amituojing)

BLUE – WHITE SPHERE

Don’t overlook the riches contained in the darkness. Life’s very
temporary, don’t let time just pass. Let the moments fill you – the ones
you judge to be good as well as bad.

(Excerpt taken from the book: “The Afterlife of Billy Fingers”)
“…. How can I describe the blue-white sphere? Picture your own sun
blazing about twenty feet above your head, so big it covers the entire
sky. This sphere is made of light, not fire; and instead of being yellow,
its white core turns sapphire as it radiates out. It is so peaceful that if
you were anywhere in its vicinity, your flesh would evaporate in a
nanosecond. Since my new body is made from its light, that’s not a
problem for me.

Remember, the blue-white light is always inside you. And every day,
by remembering it, you feel it, and it will grow. When life is joyous, the
light will be there. When there is hardship, the light will also be there.
I know you’re afraid that things will go wrong. They will. It’s like that on
earth. We’re all permitted our pain, but pain is a transitory state. My
transition was to death, to this comfort and love I now receive in every
molecule of my being. Know that the shadow is illusory and temporary.
Bliss, ultimately bliss and light, are the truer and stronger reality.”

All beings on earth carry the light from this sphere within them. That’s
why spiritual philosophies say that we are one. Where I am, this isn’t
just a theory. I see the blue-white light everywhere, in everything – in
me, as well as in you.

~ “The Afterlife of Billy Fingers”: Written by Annie Kagan (page 94) ~

A note or two to our Readers:

The light from the sphere propels your soul into your body where
you’re in the womb. It then becomes the invisible force that gives you
life. And when the time is right, this same light launches your soul right
up into the healing chamber at the moment of your so-called death.
And just like me, each day you will get a gorgeous new body made of
the light from the blue-white sphere.

The above section, taken from the book “The Afterlife of Billy
Fingers” (with the consented permission of the author, for which
I am grateful) is just the right gem to share here with our readers
of its beautiful, universal truth about spirituality. Enjoy the read.
When I became as a spiritualist in 1982 well over two decades,
this spiritual science; mainly to prove the survival of souls & that
there is life after death, sit so right with me. Later, my spiritual
beliefs made much stronger when encountering the Pure Land
Buddhist Teachings which reiterate the same belief. The goal of
Pure Land practitioners is to seek rebirth into the Western Pure
Land of Buddha Amitabha, without blindly reincarnate back
into Saṃsāra world of suffering. Buddha Amitābha is one of the
three Pure Land Sages; and the other two are: Bodhisattvas
Avalokiteśvara and Mahāsthāmaprāpta) Namo Amitabha. Jusme

Then, instead of carrying the light inside you, the light will carry you
inside it. That will happen when you’re living where I am now, in a
realm that has no shadows.
In your world, as the earth moves around the sun, there’s nothing but
shadow for a good part of the time. The mystery of life on earth cannot
exist without the shadow element. You cannot have the sea without
storms; the earth without quakes; the wind without tornados. On earth,
where the light rises, the darkness comes with it. Where there is light,
there is shadow … unless it’s midday. But it can’t always be midday.
And sometimes – sometimes darkness is okay too.
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A RECIPE FOR A HAPPY LIFE
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Editorial Staff:

“Take a large quantity of Cheerfulness

Editors:

And to let it simmer without stopping

Lyn Davies
Celine Richardson

Put with it a brimming basinful of Kindness
Add a full measure of Thoughtfulness for other people

Web Links: wwabrc.org.au 	
  
www.abuddhistpersective.org 	
  

Mix them with a heaping tablespoon of Sympathy

www.abrc.org.au	
  
http://abrc-‐newspress.org	
  
www.abuddhistperspective.org	
  
www.howwillibehavetoday.org	
  	
  
http://www.purelandcollege.org.au	
  

And flavour with the essence of Charity
Stir well all together and then carefully
Strain off any particles of selfishness

http://www.amtbweb.org/index.html	
  

Let the whole world be serve with Love Sauce”
www.facebook.com/venerablewuling	
  	
  	
  
http://facebook.com/Claireceline	
  

~ Aunt Hanna’s cook-book 1918 ~
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Disclaimer: All articles in the ABRC newsletter are selected and compiled by
our editorial staff with utmost care. The ABRC takes no responsibility for
errors, comments or opinions sent in by contributors. Opinions or comments
expressed by contributors do not necessarily reflect the views of the ABRC.
Thank you.

Joy is Giving;
Peace is Forgiving;
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Wisdom is According;
And Love is Accepting.
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